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Note: Product News submis-

sions should be emailed to

chuckp@adpub.com or mailed to

Product News, 1000 Nix Rd.,

Little Rock, AR 72211. Please be

sure that your product announce-

ment is accompanied by a photo of

the product. CT

Cold Jet Introduces the

Pneumatic Aero C100

The Cold Jet “Aero Tech Nozzle

System” provides a pulse-free clean-

ing stream. Nozzles can be removed

via the proprietary connecting sys-

tem. Applicators are ergonomically

designed. An aerodynamically

designed hose system allows users

to double the acceptable hose length

from previous pneumatics. A patent-

ed design prevents dry ice pellets

from clogging. The sealed lid, isolated

hopper, and multilayer insulation

blankets around the hopper help

in reducing sublimation and main-

taining “fresh ice” for hours.

Circle 802

Landa Introduces New Waste Oil Heater Line

Landa’s four models are equipped with the following features: 

btu input ranging from 155,000 to 500,000, integrated air compres-

sor that produces clean, dry air and eliminates the need for shop 

air plumbing, premium waste oil supply pump for consistent, 

trouble-free operation, lifetime limited warranty on the high-efficiency

heat exchanger, multi-direction air louvers giving the customer the

ability to direct the heat where they need it, and swing-out removable

burner allowing easy access for cleaning and maintenance.

Circle 804

Highland HighCycle Wash Water

Recycle System

The HighCycle Wash Water

Recycle System is designed to pro-

cess wastewater discharge from

vehicle cleaning operations at 

military, commercial, and municipal

maintenance facilities. This modu-

lar component system is capable 

of removing oily-coated solids, 

sand, grit, free-floating hydrocar-

bons, and mechanically emulsified

or semi-miscible oils. Wastewater

can be effectively recycled or dis-

charged in accordance to the facil-

ity’s proper discharge procedures.

Circle 801

AR North America Introduces

Redesigned Valves

REG Pressure Regulator Valves

are introduced to the pressure wash-

ing industry by AR North America.

These new pressure regulating valves

are a redesign of the ArrowLine

VX25 series. They provide better

service and dependability, but are

smaller in size. The AL702X will

handle to up 8 gpm and 3700 psi;

AL703X controls up to 10 gpm and

5000 psi. All fittings are 3⁄8-in. female,

and the valve will handle up to 

194 F. Designed for in-field replace-

ment, the valves will handle a wide

variety of applications.

Circle 803

Bugarin Industries Announces The Unclogger

Bugarin Industries announces the new member of

its family, The Unclogger. This new tool was developed

for the purpose of unclogging high pressure nozzles

with no hassle. The tool fits into a standard size 

nozzle grommet to keep it easy to find and has a

dome cover to safely protect the needle.

Circle 805


